Aligning Data with the Goals of an Organization and Its Workers: Designing Data Labeling for Social Service Case Notes
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ABSTRACT
The challenges of data collection in nonprofits for performance and funding reports are well-established in HCI research. Few studies, however, delve into improving the data collection process. Our study proposes ideas to improve data collection by exploring challenges that social workers experience when labeling their case notes. Through collaboration with an organization that provides intensive case management to those experiencing homelessness in the U.S., we conducted interviews with caseworkers and held design sessions where caseworkers, managers, and program analysts examined storyboarded ideas to improve data labeling. Our findings suggest several design ideas on how data labeling practices can be improved: Aligning labeling with caseworker goals, enabling shared control on data label design for a comprehensive portrayal of caseworker contributions, improving the synthesis of qualitative and quantitative data, and making labeling user-friendly. We contribute design implications for data labeling to better support multiple stakeholder goals in social service contexts.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Qualitative research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nonprofit social work is increasingly adopting a data-driven approach for performance evaluation, funding reports, policies, and program management [4, 38, 57]. Data-driven approaches require social workers to collect data for objectives beyond meeting the needs of a particular client, such as performance assessments of social workers, programs, and organizations. Unlike automated or systematized data collection processes in other industries, social work data collection relies on manual recording in the field because of the nuanced and subjective nature of the data [5]. Social workers are best suited for this task due to their close relationship with clients and understanding of the services provided. Prior work highlighted several challenges in data collection by social workers for performance and funding reports, such as misalignment with caseworkers’ goals [4, 23], lack of motivation [6, 22], and system usability [5, 59], leading to inadequate and inaccurate data.

While prior human-computer interaction (HCI) research discusses challenges in data collection by social workers, very few studies explored how to improve this process [5, 8]. As a step in this direction, our study used a multi-stakeholder approach to explore...
the design of data labeling for social service case notes in home-
less case management. Data labeling is a data collection process
caseworkers use to assign predefined labels to each client interac-
tion. The labels are then aggregated for funding and performance
reports. Data labeling is critical to communicating performance
and funding needs because it easily quantifies, complex and large
qualitative case note data. However, while data labeling is a task
central to a caseworker’s daily duties, it diverges from their core
role of providing “care” to the client. This research examines the
perspectives of multiple stakeholders engaged with data labels
through the lens of fifteen design ideas. These ideas were inspired
by caseworker interview insights and an understanding of the cas-
worker’s existing data labeling system. We reviewed perspectives
and concerns through speed dating methodology [17], where case-
workers were shown a sequence of storyboards for potential data
labeling solutions to elicit their reactions. Our findings encompass
the assessment of design ideas across three dimensions: 1) Intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation, by aligning data labeling with caseworker
objectives and showing its impact on client service provision (4.1),
2) Caseworker acceptance of data collected, by navigating multiple
data collection goals including the comprehensive representation
of casework (4.2), 3) Usability, through clarity on the data labels
and an intuitive labeling interface (4.3). Drawing from our findings,
we discuss design implications for the data labeling system to align
with the objectives of the organization and the workers.

Our work contributes to the HCI literature that investigates com-
puting practices in nonprofit organizations. Our study supports
prior research on challenges in nonprofit data collection, focusing
on the domain of homeless care. We propose a set of 15 design ideas
to improve data labeling by aligning with the goals and values of
both the organization and its workers. We provide design impli-
cations that include aligning data labeling with gains insights
for the case and program management decisions, creating a shared
control of data collected, enabling the synthesis of qualitative and
quantitative data for diverse stakeholders, and improving system
usability.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Data Collection in Nonprofit Social Work

2.1.1 Prominence of Data in Nonprofits. Data collection is highly
prominent in nonprofit organizations. A wide array of studies have
noted that nonprofits are under pressure from various stakeholders,
including funders, government agencies, and the general public, to
showcase data-driven evidence on the performance of their pro-
grams [4, 12, 13, 35, 38, 57]. The need to quantify performance has
led to an emphasis on the collection of “performance data”, which il-
ustrates the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization’s work.
According to Verschueren, “Effectiveness can be defined as the ratio
between the objectives an organization sets and the outcomes that
are the result of its efforts, while efficiency can be defined as the
ratio between organizational inputs and outputs” [58]. Prior work
into the data collection practices of various nonprofits has shown
that a focus on performance measurement and evaluation leads to
substantial improvements in the outcomes of an organization [35].

Data-driven decisions and evidence collection are seen as nec-
esary solutions for increasing budget requests and appealing ex-
ternal stakeholders. The amount of data collection needed and the
required accuracy, therefore, has also increased. Nonprofits gen-
erally collect “financial, client satisfaction, output, and outcome
data”, [4] where output data refers to services provided by the or-
ganization, and outcome data reflects the impact of the work. Output
and outcome data collected can include program expenditures, the
number of clients served, demographic information, and narrative
or anecdotal data.

The increased focus on data-backed performance metrics has led
to nonprofits collecting more data for other use cases. On top of
evaluating performance, accountability, assessment, and planning,
Reamer [44] finds that case documentation is adopted in social work
to serve functions including “service delivery, the continuity and
coordination of services, and social work supervision.” He concludes
that the role of documentation has evolved and “social workers
have begun to appreciate the relevance of documentation for risk-
management purposes, particularly as a tool to protect clients and to
protect practitioners in the event of an ethics complaint or lawsuit.”

Despite the cited benefits of data collection on organizational
outcomes and casework service delivery, through a scoping re-
view, Kuorikoski [33] finds that “documentation has a low status
in adult social work and recording practices are inadequate” which,
along with lack of time, knowledge, tools, and even deliberate resis-
tance, often results in incomplete or even incorrect data. While
the advent of Electronic Information Systems (EIS) has resulted in
drastic improvements in the ease of creation, storage, retrieval, and
management of data, their rise can result in a shift in focus from
service provision to data collection [21, 62] and an over allocation
of time and resources to data collection that does not serve an or-
ganizational purpose. These systems are optimized for managerial
purposes and usually are not structured to the practical needs of
social workers who may find the purpose of certain data collect-
ion practices to be unclear [40]. Nonprofit data collection systems
are perceived to align with the goals of management and external
stakeholders and not with the goals of caseworkers.

2.1.2 Performance Evaluation in Social Work Organizations. Per-
formance evaluation is a key area of data use and collection at
nonprofits. According to Carman and Fredericks [13], nonprofits
view evaluation practices in three ways: external promotional tools,
or strategic management tools, resource drains and distractions.
These evaluation processes and data analysis are driven by funders
and external stakeholders [13, 37]. Performance evaluation data is
used to inform strategic planning, improve grant applications, and
for marketing to the community [12]. However, several studies find
that though organizations may dedicate time and resources to data
collection for evaluation, that may not always translate to effective
data use.[37, 57].

Prior work has shown that efforts to improve data collection
and methods to showcase performance reports are not enough
to constitute evaluation and organizational growth, and that data
collection does not equate to data use. Nonprofit organizations need
a culture of evaluation [39] to encourage not only the effective use
of data but also the accurate collection of data.
2.1.3 Survey on How Performance Data is Collected. While intended to improve client outcomes and service delivery, data collection is perceived as an additional burden to caseworkers. The practice of data collection is heavily reliant on caseworkers who interact directly with clients [1, 34, 47, 55]. Caseworkers are the subject matter experts on organizational services and client needs. During or soon after meeting with a client, caseworkers summarize the interaction, input key pieces of information relevant to their service, and other notable details identified by the caseworker or required for reporting [4, 33, 55, 56].

As more data collection and record-keeping become electronic, caseworkers are pushed to collect more data for performance measurement and move towards standardization [18, 24, 56]. Stricter standards of documentation can lead caseworkers “to engineer workarounds and shortcuts” [24, 60].

As part of data collection, caseworkers are also expected to perform data labeling. Data labeling is a qualitative coding process that represents free text case notes as quantitative performance measures. Caseworkers perform data translation work by labeling the raw data collected during client interactions. The labels aid in the translation of social work into outputs and outcomes for performance measurement [47]. Based on specific requirements of funders and other external stakeholders for performance measurement, caseworkers must label more data [26]. This labeling process becomes an additional part of a caseworker’s day-to-day responsibilities on top of providing services to their clients [4].

2.1.4 HCI Challenges Discovered for Data Collection in Social Work. HCI scholars have identified several challenges with data collection at nonprofits, including misalignment with data collection and caseworker goals. Other challenges include the burden of data collection as an additional task and privacy issues related to the sensitive nature of the data collected [2, 4, 6, 38, 51, 60]. These challenges bring to the forefront the tension among caseworkers, nonprofit management, and external stakeholders. A caseworker’s main priority is helping their client get the services they need, while management’s main priority is communicating impact to external funders, government bodies, and the public. These conflicting priorities create a misalignment in the purpose of data labeling and lead to problems in the data collection, such as inconsistencies and inaccuracies.

Caseworkers who are assigned data collection for performance and funding reports in addition to their service to the client perceive it as a burden. Nonprofit organizations rarely have the resources to hire a data analyst or invest in sophisticated data software. Data collection, therefore, becomes an additional responsibility of caseworkers and other nonprofit staff [20, 60]. Caseworkers sometimes come up with their own methods of data collection, which can vary within an organization, are not interoperable, and require manual upkeep [60].

Overall these challenges lead to what Bopp et al. [7] have identified as a “cycle of data disempowerment” at nonprofit organizations. Bopp et al. [7] argues that the data disempowerment cycle is created out of the desire to make data-driven decisions. Caseworkers become disempowered by the necessity of data collection where what is collected and how it is evaluated is not in their control. Nonprofit organizations, to secure funding and adhere to policy and legal requirements, must collect data. Previous research identifies the challenges of goal misalignment but does not explore potential solutions. Given the need for performance data collection in the existing nonprofit and stakeholder framework, we build upon prior work to improve this data collection by exploring ways to align the data with the values and goals of social workers. By centering caseworker goals and responsibilities, and not just managerial goals, within the data collection process, our work aims to improve data collection for all relevant stakeholders and potentially reduce the impact of the cycle of data disempowerment.

While the challenges arising from this environment are well documented among HCI researchers, there are very few proposed solutions to improving data collection such as labeling for social work. Salvador et al. proposed three potential data collection frameworks for aligning data collection with nonprofit performance and service improvement: the CIT model of civic engagement, the REAP Metrix, and the Dual Capacity-Building Framework for Family-School Partnerships [46]. The three proposed data collection frameworks aim to better align community or client values with nonprofit goals. Our paper expands on this research by placing caseworker and managerial values in alignment through a human-centered co-design approach [46].

2.2 HCI Research in Social Service Work

HCI research with nonprofits further highlights the challenges with data collection. HCI research related to child services and homelessness social work specifically showcases how data collection and use can directly impact client interactions. Many child social service agencies across the USA have implemented data-driven models and solutions to assist social workers in determining risk when making decisions. Several HCI studies have evaluated the effectiveness of these tools and highlighted the miscalibration between the tool and the workflows of caseworkers [11, 15, 23, 47]. A participatory design approach with caseworkers better identifies the “value metrics” that data-driven solutions can improve [23]. Value metrics may focus more on care and human-oriented data instead of quantifying success in ways preferable to funders. For example, funders may evaluate nonprofits by the number of clients served or the number of visits per client, while value metrics consider softer, human-focused ways of evaluating success, such as client confidence or emotional well-being. Most data collection implemented at nonprofits to evaluate performance does not consider the “temporality of risk” that caseworkers must navigate and the procedural nature of their role [47]. Prior work suggests including value metrics in the data collection process may better align caseworker goals with data use and improve caseworker data collection [23].

Homelessness is another area where HCI research has identified alignment with caseworkers as crucial to the successful implementation of data-driven solutions [32, 54]. Caseworkers regularly perform data translation work that is crucial to building trust with their clients and community [54]. Data translation is the work of “translating information from public institutions... for their communities” and translating the data gathered from communities into information for public institutions. The effort and time involved in data translation are typically unrecognized by nonprofit management and external stakeholders. Using participatory design
methods, such as “comic boarding”, caseworkers can be empowered to provide valuable feedback on a data system’s design and implementation [32].

2.3 HCI Solutions in Other Domains for Improving Data Collection

Although there is HCI research on improving data collection in different domains, such as crowd work, the values and context largely vary in this space. For example, crowd work is profit-driven, with the labeling itself as the primary responsibility or role, not an additional task as it is for caseworkers [42]. The HCI solutions proposed therefore primarily focus on creating and improving annotation tools [41], creating more efficient learning algorithms [52], or building domain expertise into the model itself [3, 14, 31, 48]; and do not address the unique environment of nonprofit organizations. Solutions such as monetary incentives and gamification for motivation address goals to improve the number of labels recorded rather than improving care.

While motivation-based data labeling is a prominent concept in HCI research, there is limited research on solutions to improve data labeling by social workers for purposes other than their direct client service [53]. HCI research provides motivation-based data labeling techniques within four main categories: games with a purpose [30], gamification display via milestones, rankings, etc. [16], worker compensation [28], and individual performance comparison [25]. However, the most impactful solutions for caseworker data labeling align motivation with improving community and care values [19]. This is distinctly different from the motivation-based labeling techniques from current HCI research [19].

Our study expands the research on motivation for data labeling by identifying needs through semi-structured interviews and using a co-design method to investigate ways to improve data labeling for caseworkers by addressing factors influencing their motivation. Participatory co-design methods can shift the concept of value for a data solution to align with the motivation and values of the caseworkers and managerial stakeholders [23]. We build upon the work of Robinson, which shows that social worker staff welcomes data collection solutions that help them enhance their clients’ situations and improve service delivery [45]. By directly addressing caseworker motivation, our research aims to improve the data labeling process for caseworkers and address management’s data collection goals.

3 METHODS

This section begins by introducing the study context, providing details about the organization and its primary data collection methods (case notes and data labels). Next, we describe the participants and the study design involving interviews and design feedback sessions.

3.1 Study Context

3.1.1 Organization. We worked with a government-led nonprofit organization that has been serving people experiencing homelessness to achieve long-term stability through an Integrated Case Management (ICM) program over the past two decades in a mid-sized city in the U.S. They provide services aimed at long-term living and housing stability, such as creating housing search plans, counseling services, identifying appropriate programs or treatments for medical health needs, etc. Our prior research interviews [49–51], as part of the bigger engagement with the organization, revealed an ongoing expansion of responsibilities beyond what is strictly necessary for ICM. These responsibilities include participation in emergency response, coordination of transportation for cold weather shelters and protective lodges, and serving as guides to the overall system of services available to people on the homelessness continuum. They also provide short-term, on-demand aid and advice to other homeless individuals as walk-in services. These walk-in services include activities such as holding mail, obtaining bus tickets, assistance with obtaining documents, etc. Walk-in clients are served based on the immediate needs of the client and have a limited meeting time of about 30 minutes, each caseworker deals with as many as 50-60 clients per day. Whereas, ICM clients have dedicated caseworkers with a case management plan.

The organization is composed of about 30 clinically trained caseworkers dealing with ICM and walk-in clients. The caseworkers are overseen by two managers, who supervise caseworkers, oversee program management, and are also responsible for bringing in funding and performance reports. Lastly, two program analysts have been appointed for a holistic investigation of the current program and to build strategies that enhance case management practices and their data systems. Although the organization is a government service, its functions are essentially nonprofit social work. Hence, they need to periodically justify the impact of their work and resource requirements to sustain their services and secure appropriate funding [4, 12, 13, 35, 38, 57]. Prior work shows that being data-driven is essential for nonprofits (2.1). This organization shows a real-world example of the impact of data-driven processes and the challenges in recording and processing data in their effort to promote data-driven decision-making. Additionally, they were open to collaborating with researchers and sharing case data. The caseworkers at the organization primarily collect data in two forms: they write detailed free-text notes that describe the caseworker’s interaction with that client and assign labels from a predefined list of data labels to represent the outputs and outcomes of the interaction for funding and performance reports. Caseworkers write the case notes during or after a client interaction and then assign relevant data labels.

3.1.2 Case Notes. Case notes are free-text records of caseworker and client-related interactions, written during or after such interactions. They assist caseworkers in tracking clients’ case histories, and informing their decisions on the next steps for client service. Caseworkers consult past case notes before or during client meetings to access pertinent information such as contact details, service requests, and pending applications for housing programs.

The dataset shared by the organization contains case notes that span from October 2016 to September 2022. There are a total of 63,485 case notes across 1,691 clients written by 30 caseworkers. These notes vary in length, ranging from a few words to over 130 sentences. The content includes contemporary functions of documentation such as assessment and planning, service delivery, and continuity and coordination of services [44]. They chronicle events related to clients, encompassing not only direct interactions between clients and caseworkers but also other interactions such
as email exchanges with service providers, records of received mail, phone calls, etc. Both Intensive Case Management (ICM) and walk-in clients have case notes, though the nature of these notes may slightly differ. Walk-in clients’ case notes often focus on immediate actions and services rendered, while ICM clients’ notes may cover longer-term plans and more personal details. We conducted a thematic analysis [10] of case notes to understand the data collected and their implications for case management practices. Case notes content can be represented in six major themes: 1) action items such as updating an application, renewal, or housing options; 2) client status updates such as job, application fill up, or caseworker task updates such as received mail; 3) requests for pass/cards/services; 4) scheduling and tracking meetings or appointments; 5) emotional/general conversation snippets; 6) potential next steps.

3.1.3 Data labels. Caseworkers also assign data labels from a predefined list of labels to describe the outputs or outcomes [36] of a particular meeting with a client. Each case note or client interaction can have multiple labels associated with it. The IT department returns the totals of each label at the end of the month which is uploaded to the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS), and used for performance and funding reports. HMIS is a local information technology system used to collect client-level data and data on the provision of housing and services to homeless individuals in each Continuum of Care (CoC). Caseworkers do data labeling after writing case notes, usually post-client interactions. Data labeling is crucially important to the organization’s funding and success as it directly informs performance and funding reports. The data labels are the foundation for these reports for external stakeholders and represent qualitative data from case notes as measurable quantities for evaluation. The importance and challenges involved with the data labeling process were emphasized by the organization’s management and by caseworkers throughout our findings.

There are two primary types of labels, “Contact Type” and “Interventions”. “Contact Type” labels refer to the mode of client interaction, such as ‘direct contact’ with the client in or out of the office, or ‘collateral contact’ for interactions with other organizations for client-related tasks. The “Interventions” labels refer to outputs and outcomes, such as providing a referral for treatment or service, successful housing, completing client assessments, and providing bus or food passes. We analyzed data from October 2016 to September 2022. There are a total of 113 labels, 28 (24.8%) are “Contact Type” labels, whereas 85 (75.2%) are “Intervention” labels. In the given period, caseworkers assigned 108,704 labels across 63,485 notes for a total of 1691 clients, bringing the average number of labels assigned per note to 1.688. Of the 108,704 labels collected, 100,784 (92.7%) are “Contact Type” labels, and 7920 (7.3%) are “Interventions” labels. The distribution for contact type labels is heavily skewed. The top 4 labels, “Direct Contact” (38.55%), “Collateral Contact” (24.57%), “Client Contact out of office” (12.58%), and “Client contact in office” (11.36%) make up just over 87% of all contact type labels. Moreover, our interview findings showed that several duplicate labels are often chosen interchangeably, and apart from “Collateral Contact,” all of the remaining labels in the top 4 are used to refer to the same type of contact. In the current system, the “Interventions” data is arranged in a hierarchy. There are five total top-level interventions such as housing, income, medical, and 26 specific program collaborations, and their 17 outcomes such as accepted, denied, and declined. This data is similarly skewed; the “Income” category accounts for 76% of all interventions labeled, while there is significantly low data on other interventions performed.

3.2 Participants

We recruited five caseworkers who collected the data, two managers who used the data for reports, and two program analysts who assessed the data systems. These stakeholders pursuing different objectives offered unique viewpoints. We crafted the recruiting emails, which the organization collaborator distributed among their employees for the voluntary sign-up. The participants were chosen from volunteers. Our participants varied in terms of their tenure in the organization and education. Table 1 shows the aggregated demographics of the participants for different stakeholder groups to prevent the identification of individual workers. All five caseworkers and one manager were interviewed. Then, four caseworkers and the remaining stakeholders joined for the design feedback session. Participants took part in the design feedback session based on availability.

3.3 Study Design

The study was performed using a combination of in-depth interviews and design feedback sessions involving multiple stakeholders to understand the organization’s current challenges, opportunities, and approach to data labeling.

3.3.1 Interviews. To understand the challenges and needs of the data labeling system at the organization, we conducted 30-minute semi-structured interviews with caseworkers. Our prior collaboration with the organization established familiarity and trust in our research team for the participants. The interviews focused on topics such as the purpose, utility, and quality of existing data labels, and the process of labeling. We explored the role of data labels in day-to-day case management, potential motivating factors for labeling, and caseworkers’ reflections on their labeling practices. We analyzed the notes and transcripts from Zoom following [43]’s qualitative data analysis method. The emerging themes were grouped to note the benefits and limitations that participants perceived in the current data labeling design and ideas that they shared on how data labeling may be improved.

3.3.2 Design Feedback Session: Speed Dating. Our research team brainstormed 15 design opportunities based on specific needs and scenarios described by the caseworkers in the interviews to improve the data labeling system. Some ideas were rooted in participant insights, while some were inspired by literature in motivation [19] and our prior analysis of case notes and existing data labels (sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). The findings section presents details on interview insights and specific literature that led to each design idea. Team members reviewed the collected needs, generated ideas, and discussed them to improve and finalize. We utilized the initial phase of speed dating for needs validation by presenting these design ideas to the users through a series of storyboards. This approach allowed us to synchronize the design opportunities we found with the needs users perceived [17]. Consequently, we gained an understanding of
where the observed and perceived needs of caseworkers for data labeling aligned, providing deeper insights into the interviewees’ perspectives (Table 2), needs, and concerns. Placing participants in familiar scenarios with new interventions representing potential future scenarios [63] facilitated a deeper exploration of true needs and investigation of the challenges and feasibility of the proposed ideas.

We comprehensively assessed various stakeholder viewpoints to consider the organization’s needs. Each session had 1-2 participants, depending on availability. Each session took about 90 minutes. During the study session, we presented the design ideas through individual and group activities. First, participants individually reviewed the ideas and recorded their initial impressions on a notes sheet which allowed them to familiarize themselves with the ideas and form opinions. Subsequently, we presented each design idea to the participant(s) with a brief description and initiated a discussion to assess the designs and understand perspectives. We followed up on their initial impressions, discussed alignment with their daily needs, investigated challenges or concerns, and explored potential improvements.

In line with Zimmerman and Forlizzi [63], digital storyboards were used to represent the design concepts allowing rapid visualization of the possible futures. Each storyboard consists of four panels, where stick-figure characters walk the reader through the possible future by showcasing the context, need, application, and result or impact of the idea (figure 1). Depending on the idea, the storyboards were positioned from different perspectives, such as seasoned or new caseworkers or the manager. The storyboards were reviewed by the research team and piloted by an external member to ensure clarity and consistency in the representation. The final storyboards can be found in the supplementary materials.

We conducted and recorded the study on Zoom, with the participant’s consent. Each session was facilitated by 2-3 researchers, including a moderator, a note-taker, and an observer. In total, we held five sessions, with paired sessions for program analysts (P1, P2) and two caseworkers (C1, C2), and individual sessions for the remaining participants (C3, C4, M1, M2). Caseworkers were shown all the ideas, while certain ideas were skipped for other stakeholders based on relevance to their responsibilities. The notes and transcripts from Zoom were analyzed following Patton [43]’s qualitative data analysis method. The first four authors initially analyzed participants’ feedback on each idea with a focus on what resonated with them and what they found more or less useful and created thematic groups across the ideas. They then discussed the findings with the entire research team through a weekly meeting and derived final insights.

### 3.4 Researcher Stance

Our research team included people with diverse backgrounds in human-computer interaction, artificial intelligence, and communications. We sought to bring about positive change by exploring design interventions. The exploratory nature of our study was communicated throughout the collaboration with the organization. Several of the researchers have conducted research with the organization previously. This relationship and familiarity helped us gain access to the research site.

### 4 FINDINGS

In this section, we describe our research findings in three major themes: aligning data collection with case management goals, comprehensive representation of caseworkers’ work in the data labels, and usability of data labels and data labeling. Each section first describes the caseworkers’ issues with data labeling, then introduces the proposed ideas, and details the perspectives of the caseworkers, managers, and program analysts.

#### 4.1 Aligning Data Collection with Case Management Goals

Caseworkers consider data labeling extra work because they do not perceive its connection to improving client services. Caseworkers understand that data labels serve performance and funding purposes, but consistently expressed that they do not perceive the value of labeling. For example, caseworkers explained, “It is extra work” (C1), “It is not useful or part of my case management” (C4), and “not sure how exactly it is useful, but we were told to do this” (C2). Consequently, it is perceived as a data-focused activity rather than a client-centered activity, unlike case note writing that directly informs caseworkers’ decisions for the clients. Caseworkers, who are driven by a sense of care (C2) for their clients, lack the motivation to engage in tasks that do not directly contribute to client service and rarely participate in labeling. As noted by a manager, caseworkers expressed, ‘Data input isn’t hard, it is just not fun. You know, so it is hard to motivate yourself to do that so you can justify it in your
Table 2: Idea Usefulness by Participant. This table presents the list of design ideas generated by the research team, along with participant preferences color-coded into four categories and ‘not shown’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idea</th>
<th>Design Idea</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Filtering case notes based on data labels to facilitate targeted search</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Client analytics dashboard that leverages data labels to showcase trend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dashboard with information on the periodic impact of data labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Redesigning the data labels with increased granularity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Standardizing case notes to access contextual information underlying the labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Streamline the addition and subtraction of data labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Instant access to the data label definitions and examples of labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Periodic training sessions on data labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>AI tool to identify redundant data labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Search feature to find specific labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Visual feedback to navigate through the data labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>AI tool that analyzes current case note content and suggests data labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Presenting client’s most frequent and past interaction data labels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Reminders on data labeling objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Displaying labels that have been rarely or never recorded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Not useful – Caseworker stated explicitly the idea was not useful for data labeling and their casework
- Skeptical – Caseworkers did not explicitly state the idea was not useful but were skeptical of its use
- Conditionally Useful – Caseworker stated the idea could be useful for certain use cases or client contexts only
- Useful – Caseworkers stated explicitly the idea was useful for data labeling and their casework
- Not shown - These ideas were not shown to specific participants due to relevance

Figure 1: Example storyboard: client analytics dashboard that leverages data labels to showcase trends (Idea 2). This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ goal of understanding client case context to provide more effective assistance.

mind like, oh, that wasn’t a very major interaction, so I’m not going to, you know, spend time logging into the system and logging that interaction because it is going to take more time for me to log this information than the actual conversation” (M2).

Hence, we observed the perceived disconnect between labeling data and providing care to significantly diminish caseworker motivation, affecting data labeling. Drawing from intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, we generated design ideas. We aimed to enhance extrinsic motivation [25, 28] by directly bringing the value of data.
labeling to caseworkers’ daily tasks (4.1.1) and improve intrinsic motivation[19] by increasing awareness about the value of data labeling (4.1.2) as explained in the following subsections.

4.1.1 Find Ways to Make Labeling Useful to Caseworkers. Our investigation aimed to explore if labels can be utilized by caseworkers in their daily activities to address client needs and, in turn, motivate labeling. Primarily, we ideated ways to enhance identifying specific information from case notes that characterize the clients’ case, such as previous housing options explored. This information could then inform the caseworkers’ subsequent actions, such as recommending potential housing options or following up on past ones.

Our focus on improving information retrieval from case notes is derived from our case note analysis (see section 3.1.2) and caseworker interviews that revealed inefficiencies in the current process. The inefficiencies can be attributed to various factors, including the nuances introduced by free-text case notes, such as significant variations in terminology and abbreviations to convey similar information. For example, terms like “Detox program” and “A****** house program” refer to the same service, while “BC,” “Birth Certificate,” and “Identity card” are used interchangeably. Furthermore, the absence of specific keywords in documenting certain services results in the loss of valuable information during the search. To cope with these challenges, caseworkers resort to manual and iterative keyword-based searches through free-text notes, which is time-consuming (C1, C4). Manual searching is also prone to errors, leading to instances where caseworkers fail to adequately retrieve previous options explored, hindering their ability to re-evaluate housing or treatment choices effectively.

Our team developed two ideas to align labeling with the caseworkers’ goal of efficient retrieval of past information on the client’s case. These involve providing mechanisms that enable caseworkers to analyze case notes more effectively using labels.

First, we proposed filtering case notes based on data labels to facilitate targeted search (Idea 1) to enable caseworkers to effectively find relevant information and make informed decisions. For instance, when deciding which housing options to explore next, caseworkers can filter case notes by choosing all data labels associated with housing applications to identify case notes with detailed insights on outcomes of past housing options. This aligns data labeling directly with the caseworkers’ goal of better serving their clients.

Second, we proposed a client analytics dashboard that leverages data labels to showcase trends (Idea 2), such as the number of requests and prior outcomes of attempts to receive various services such as housing and mental health treatment. The purpose of this dashboard is to enable caseworkers to identify unique client trends, which will aid in devising personalized strategies to help clients achieve their goals. For instance, a significant number of clients aim to register for mental health programs as they play a crucial role in enhancing overall living stability and the ability to cope with the challenges of housing search. However, the clients’ history, such as criminal background, intensity of substance abuse, or violent behaviors, may hinder their acceptance into these programs. By analyzing trends, such as repeated denials for specific programs, and frequent access to substance abuse treatments, caseworkers can gain valuable insights to reassess their strategies and tailor their efforts to better address individual client needs and circumstances.

Program analysts and managers underscored the dashboard’s potential for swiftly analyzing client interactions with the client. For example, identifying clients who repeatedly request the same vital documents due to misplacement allows caseworkers to devise tailored solutions, such as having multiple copies ready to save time and enhance the effectiveness of their assistance (C1, C2, C3). Both program analysts and managers emphasized the value of an advanced and adaptable search system that enables caseworkers and managers to identify relevant information on the client’s case. These features should facilitate the needs of both caseworkers and managers to avoid any double work, providing an example of IDs ordered attribute to be aggregated not just on the client level but also on an organization level to know the funding needs.

Program analysts further highlighted the need to implement these solutions to benefit all stakeholders. They stated the dashboard should facilitate the needs of both caseworkers and managers to avoid any double work, providing an example of IDs ordered attribute to be aggregated not just on the client level but also on an organization level to know the funding needs.

4.1.2 Increase Awareness of the Value of Data Labeling: From an organizational perspective, a constant demonstration of outcomes and service provision (outputs) is essential for securing resources to run efficient services for the client. Aggregated data labels demonstrate the specific outcomes and funding needs. However, caseworkers indicate a lack of this knowledge and emphasize the need to understand the purpose and rationale behind their efforts in labeling. As noted by caseworkers, “What we need to do and why we’re doing”, the answers to these questions. Knowing that it translates into something bigger can help motivate recording the data labels’ (C1)
and “Realizing that our data labeling has a direct influence on our capabilities, the two are linked” (C5).

To enable an understanding of how data labeling can translate to better services to the clients, we proposed a dashboard with information on the periodic impact of data labels (Idea 3). The dashboard portrays the connection of data labeling to the value provided by presenting a periodic aggregate of labels and the corresponding effects on the organization’s funding and recognition by other entities. This can be achieved by presenting number of clients referred to the organization over time. For instance, consider displaying the total count of state IDs the organization has successfully obtained over time, and the subsequent increase in the number of clients referred to the organization for State IDs. This demonstrates that caseworkers can showcase their proficiency in efficiently processing State IDs by consistently recording IDs issued, a task often challenging due to the need for collaboration with multiple departments. The recognition can prompt other organizations to refer more clients, expanding access to suitable services for a larger group of people, and in turn, enhances program efficiency as caseworkers can focus on services in which they excel.

All participants agreed with the need to demonstrate the value of data labeling. However, caseworkers had mixed opinions on using dashboards as a form of communication. While one expressed curiosity to learn about the outcomes through dashboards (C2), others either preferred dashboards for predicting trends and allocating resources effectively (C3) or were not sure if they would actively refer to a dashboard to verify impact (C4). However, they emphasized the need for transparency (C1, C4) and sought this information through staff training on data labels (Idea 8), “I know I personally value transparency. I want to know what you know. Why my work, like, why, these things are important, and you know, and of course, I have a general idea of why. When we’re actually able to tie real outcomes, too. Okay, this. This led to x amount of funding, or we got, you know, a,b,c,d,e, from this, and it also informs us honestly, like where we need to focus more and less as well. It is another way to figure out gaps in services” (C4). The same caseworker highlighted periodic training, “This is an opportunity for folks to see like, Oh, well, this is the impact we’re having, like when we’re doing this. And this is how it is directly tied. I think, the more tied to this data people are, or the more invested in it, the more likely they’re going to utilize it” (C4). Program analysts, however, highly believed the dashboard was the most efficient in conveying the impact to caseworkers.

Managers proposed that a dashboard could also be quite useful for them to gain insights into the client case progress and, in turn, the caseworkers’ current workload. For instance, a manager explained how knowing the trends and current client case status can help allocate caseloads - “You know how many clients are currently unhoused, because we know those who are unhoused typically are much more high need, particularly with the conditions that exist in our community around housing and affordable housing. There’s a lot of effort that has to be put in by their caseworkers to identify housing. You’re gonna get a lot of doors shut your face like no, no options available, no options available. And then, once you have someone that can help, the load reduces. So kind of, you know, gauge-like, where’s someone’s level of effort? - needs to be evaluated of how that can be adjusted to help create more equilibrium” (M2).

4.2 Comprehensive Representation of Caseworkers’ Work in the Data Labels

The caseworkers are dissatisfied with the current data labels as they consider them inadequate in representing their work. Since the data label aggregates are used by the City and other collaborators for the organization’s performance evaluation, it is crucial to accurately capture all casework for appropriate recognition. This recognition leads collaborators to refer more clients, improving access to services for individuals in need. Moreover, it allows caseworkers to concentrate on services they excel at, ultimately enhancing the program’s efficiency.

Current data labels encompass measures required by funding agencies, such as counts of IDs processed to accommodate application fees and in-office client visits to facilitate office utilities. Data labels also include measures for standard performance reports by the City, such as counts of clients successfully housed, clients contacted, and mental health treatments obtained. However, caseworkers and managers stated that they fail to efficiently capture other crucial aspects of casework that impact clients’ housing stability and well-being. Data labels only portray end results such as housed or income acquired, overlooking case complexities, leading to a perception of low organizational performance (M1). For instance, securing stability for clients with behavioral issues demands extra effort to ensure task completion and maintain progress.

Similarly, the scale of coordination required with multiple entities is not considered, “I might deal with four different agencies in 30 min and send referrals and continue care stuff, all of that work get lost as far as getting captured” (C4). Moreover, data labels do not capture other casework outputs such as obtaining identity documents, these are crucial for job applications or accessing public resources for stable living. “I asked why we only captured the two birth certificates, and State IDs. I know we don’t pay for social security cards. But we’re spending a ton of time ordering those” (C1). By using these drawbacks identified in interviews regarding the current labels, we created design ideas. These ideas focused on capturing complexities (4.2.1) and sharing the changing relevance of labels (4.2.2) with management, as explained in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Enable Capturing of Casework Complexities. Caseworkers are concerned that data labels reduce their work to numbers that do not represent the complexities of client cases they manage (C1, C4). For instance, they explain how capturing just the total number of housed or unhoused clients fails to consider the varying amount of time required, and the varying amount of work completed for them. Clients with criminal histories often face limited housing options, while clients with severe substance abuse issues require treatments to qualify for housing applications. “One case took two years of work and 40 housing applications while the other took 3 months of work and two applications - if you didn’t have the steps caught accurately, then it will just be a number, this person is housed, and that person not” (C4).
We proposed redesigning the data labels with increased granularity (Idea 4) to provide a more accurate representation of the casework by capturing the caseworkers’ efforts that indicate the case complexities. For instance, adding a data label to record the counts of people or entities contacted for a service can capture the scale of coordination needed. “If they talk to three different agencies in one interaction with the client, then that should count as 3 collateral contact instances, not just one. A recent extremely medical fragile client I had, involved me all week communicating with his emergency room doctor, a nurse at the emergency room, his partner, his insurance company, and potential nursing homes” (C4). Additionally, data labels that record the number of attempts made for housing before success, and mental health treatments sought before acceptance, can also account for the complexities of the casework.

Overall all the participants agreed with this idea. Caseworkers strongly resonated with the need to capture their casework efforts. They also considered granular labels to enhance the utility of filtering through case notes (Idea 1) and client analytic dashboards (Idea 2) with more precision. For instance, with an additional filter to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful housing applications, caseworkers can quickly identify areas of improvement from past applications. Managers found granular labels valuable for conveying the organization’s challenges to funders, the City, and collaborators, by enabling them to build a narrative backed by quantitative evidence on the extent of denials and efforts made to succeed in client goals (M1, M2). However, there were concerns about misrepresenting certain efforts captured without evaluating the underlying reasons behind the numbers (P2, M2). For instance, directly interpreting the total number of denials or total time spent on housing applications as measures of higher complexity, "an application can also be denied for logistic errors like missing the submission of a required document” (P2).

In addition to granular labels to demonstrate complexities, managers and program analysts also asserted the need to reform certain labels into broader categories. This is to keep the labels concise and simplify the labeling process for caseworkers. “How granular, you know, do we go? Are we losing any efficiencies by having ten options... Where’s the sweet spot?” (M2). For instance, they suggested combining different food coupons provided into a single label, as only the aggregate amount of food coupon requests is sufficient to allocate the budget for food support (P2). Similarly, all non-funded IDs could be combined into a single category called ‘IDs’ instead of a list (M2).

Besides investigating the quantification of caseworker efforts to capture case complexities, we also explored enhancing access to qualitative case note information for managers to identify case complexities. We proposed standardizing case notes to access contextual information underlying the labels (Idea 5), making detailed case information easily available to others. With better access to qualitative case note data, managers can incorporate the reasons behind the aggregated data labels numbers to represent case complexities.

All participants desired case note content to be accessible for comprehensive communication of casework for performance and funding reports. However, caseworkers raised concerns that over-restricting case note writing, generally performed during a client interaction, could distract their engagement with the client making it more data-centered. They emphasized the importance of maximizing time and attention to clients during interactions and proposed implementing overarching guidelines with flexibility. Additionally, a program analyst considered training as a more effective method for standardization over guidelines (P1), while the other asserted the usefulness would depend on designed guidelines (P2). Caseworkers stressed that standardized case note guidelines would help new caseworkers grasp what information to include to effectively inform their next steps in serving the clients. Caseworkers from diverse backgrounds have varied note-writing approaches, resulting in differences in the level of detail and types of information in their notes. For instance, one caseworker initially focused heavily on noting specific services provided to the client but later recognized the importance of recording their assessment of the client’s state in their notes, such as the client’s attitude and mental state. “I learned in really hard on the very specific services I had provided, and really just including that, and I realized I was actually not seeing folks completely as people for a period of time. Not that I didn’t care about them, and I wasn’t trying to help them, but I wasn’t looking beyond processing a referral to see that you know they didn’t really seem to be doing too well” (C3).

Furthermore, managers believed that having access to detailed casework information would help identify program inefficiencies by providing contexts, such as for delays in treatments or extended periods of homelessness. “It would be so much more efficient for those who are coming in and trying to get a snap of what’s going on with this call” (M1).

4.2.2 Provide Ways for Shared Creation of Data Labels by Management and Workers. Periodic assessment of data labels is essential to ensure they comprehensively capture changes in casework. Caseworkers’ work may evolve over time due to new client needs, such as voter registration, or organizational changes, such as new collaborations on new treatment programs or housing services. Without specific labels representing these tasks, the work done would go unnoticed during performance evaluation. For example, caseworkers highlighted the need for additional data labels for obtaining social security cards, driver’s licenses, and voter registrations. These are frequently handled tasks demonstrating their workload and expertise. Caseworkers noted, “These data labels will show that we’re working on them often, and how skilled we are in it” (C5), “Oh, my God, I’m waiting on like a 1,000 social security cards to come in right now. Both walk-in clients and my own case managed clients. And yet there is not a social security card drop-down” (C3). Only some caseworkers approached management on adding a social security card label, while other labels were never brought to management’s attention, indicating a lack of communication on updates to data labels.

To ensure the data labels are capturing current casework, we proposed to streamline the addition and subtraction of data labels (Idea 6) through a digital channel. This allows caseworkers to propose new labels, which managers can review to update the labels list. Managers can also gather quick feedback on data label changes from caseworkers to aid their decisions.

All participants unanimously supported streamlining data label creation. As one caseworker noted, “When a new need comes up...”
and caseworkers are putting so much effort into it, being able to add immediately would be awesome” (C2). Program analysts encouraged the idea but were uncertain if caseworkers would actively suggest labels, indicating the need for testing. Managers underscored streamlining to also help preserve knowledge on past data labels, such as their definitions, intended purpose, and reasons for removal. This information is considered essential to compare aggregated values and assess differences over time (M2).

4.3 Usability of Data Labels and Data Labeling
Caseworkers highlighted two main usability concerns with data labeling. Firstly, they found the process of identifying relevant labels from a long list time-consuming, hampering client interaction time. Secondly, label meanings were considered ambiguous resulting in uncertainty when choosing them for client interactions, leading to inconsistency and abandonment of labeling (C3, C5). For example, the “birth certificate” label was associated with multiple instances such as when it was ordered, denied, and successfully received. This caused multiple entries for a single order, leading to inaccurate funding calculations for their application fees. We aimed to address the usability concerns hindering caseworker’s data labeling and its accuracy. Drawing from the major pain points identified from interviews on labeling efficiency (4.3.1) and label clarity (4.3.2), we generated design ideas as explained in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Tools to Efficiently Identify Relevant Labels: Manual omissions in labeling were found to be commonplace. These omissions are attributed to caseworkers lacking sufficient time to assess each label for relevance (C4, M1) and remember everything that should be recorded. One caseworker stated, “There are instances you feel like you have missed out on data labels that you want to record, but it is either too time-consuming to go through all of them, or you forget in that instant” (C1). When client interactions get lengthy or highly active, caseworkers often struggle to remember and select all the relevant data labels corresponding to the performed activities. To efficiently identify relevant labels, we proposed four ideas.

First, an **AI tool that analyzes current case note content and suggests appropriate labels (Idea 12)** to guide caseworkers on labeling. Caseworkers commended the utility of AI recommendations. However, they stressed the importance of autonomy in choosing the final labels. They also opposed interrupting features such as continuous reminders or pop-ups that could impede their interaction with the client. Managers and program analysts encouraged this idea but cautioned against caseworkers’ over-reliance on AI recommendations which are prone to inaccuracies (M1, P2).

Second, **displaying clients’ most frequent and last interaction data labels (Idea 13)**. This aimed to facilitate caseworkers to quickly assign relevant labels from past interactions. Caseworkers acknowledged the utility and believed it could reveal important client case characteristics. For instance, a frequent “no show” label for a client indicates that the client frequently misses appointments, prompting the caseworker to provide additional reminders. Additionally, labels from the previous interactions could help review recently explored options and identify potential next steps, “Hey? Let’s, you know, go in this direction, or it looks like this has been tried. But how do you feel about going this other way with” (C4).

Third, **displaying labels that have been rarely or never assigned (Idea 15)**. Caseworkers intuitively prioritize assigning some labels over others. Showing rarely assigned labels could encourage reviewing all the labels for relevance. Overall, this idea elicited mixed responses among caseworkers. Some appreciated that it increases awareness of underutilized labels (C1, C4), while there were concerns that exposing the low-assigned labels per caseworker to everyone could induce performance pressure for specific individuals. Managers recognized the idea’s benefit in addressing caseworkers’ lack of awareness of specific existing labels. “I think that solves the issue of staff members not being aware that certain items may exist, and I think over time staff develop a blind spot” (M2).

Fourth, **providing reminders on data labeling objectives (Idea 14)**, with an option to edit assigned labels to promote accuracy and completeness. Caseworkers had a neutral stance on this idea in influencing their labeling but accepted it as long as it didn’t impede their work. They preferred having a clear understanding of data labels (4.3.2) and their utility (4.1.2).

In addition to efficiently identifying relevant labels, we evaluated ideas addressing specific navigation issues in their interface. Data labeling significantly reduced when caseworkers transitioned to a new system. This decline was attributed to the new interface that groups data labels into drop-downs requiring multiple clicks to browse through the labels, in contrast to the old system’s easier browsing through a single-page labels list. We presented two ideas to facilitate easier navigation, a **search feature to find specific labels (Idea 10)**, reducing the need to browse through lists. And **visual feedback to navigate through the data labels (Idea 11)**, such as presenting assigned and unassigned labels separately, to enable reviewing and ensure completeness.

4.3.2 Clarify Label Meanings: Caseworkers expressed the need for clearer data label definitions to judge relevance. There are also numerous redundant data labels with overlapping meanings in the existing list, a consequence of a lack of cross-checking between new and old labels (C1, C4). For example, four labels in the current list represent a similar client-caseworker contact type during an interaction. The “client contact” label, which represents any contact with the client subsumes “direct contact,” which is in-person contact with the client. Further, the “direct contact” includes “direct contact in office” and “direct contact out of office.” Caseworkers stressed the need to remove redundant labels to improve usability. “I would like the system to be more streamlined, with redundant and useless options removed. I don’t want to go through a list of many labels trying to figure out which one is appropriate” (C4). Hence, we proposed three ideas to improve clarity in data labels.

First, an **AI tool to identify redundant data labels (Idea 9)** to enhance the process of identifying and refining the labels. The AI tool will regularly analyze all case notes and corresponding labels assigned to identify potential redundancies. It does so by analyzing patterns, such as different labels assigned for similar case note content.

The second is to provide one-click access to data label definitions with appropriate examples within the interface where the
We discuss these implications in the following four themes.

The third idea is based on the caseworkers’ suggestion to provide periodic training sessions on data labeling (Idea 8) to caseworkers. These training sessions serve as opportunities to clarify ambiguous labels and ensure that caseworkers have a better understanding of labeling.

In general, all participants strongly preferred these ideas to enhance caseworkers’ understanding and accuracy in data labeling. A manager noted that removing redundancy is one of their current goals (M2). Discussion around using AI for this purpose was, however, limited, likely due to unfamiliarity with AI’s functionality to identify redundant labels. However, one caseworker with a technical background expressed enthusiasm citing the example of an AI tool that suggests combining music albums based on their content similarity (C3). Caseworkers considered definitions as valuable tools for newer caseworkers who may often feel uncertain about appropriate labels. As one caseworker stated, “I’m killing it on labeling. You know the right data labels. And then I just don’t know. I hit a slump, where I’m like say ‘direct contact’, and that’s all I get. And then I start feeling confused about what I should be labeling” (C3). Managers considered access to definitions to empower caseworkers by reducing reliance on management for clarification (M2).

5 DISCUSSION

Overall our study serves to identify solutions to enhance data labeling for social service case notes for performance and funding reports. We investigated the perspectives of caseworkers, managers, and program analysts using a set of fifteen design ideas inspired by caseworkers’ interviews and an understanding of their current system. Our qualitative approach enables a rich understanding of the challenges and motivations of data collection within nonprofit organizations, particularly in the context of casework. Our design implications have the potential to apply to other nonprofits. Our findings suggest ways to address the challenges presented in prior literature and the implications for designing effective data labeling. We discuss these implications in the following four themes.

5.1 Designing Tools that Utilize Labeled Data to Address Caseworker’s Information Needs

Our study underscores the value of crafting assistive tools that align data collected for performance and funding needs with the informational needs of caseworkers during client interactions. We found that caseworkers commonly lack motivation for labeling data, which is consistent with the prior literature [4, 6, 22, 33, 54], and as such, they often fail to label data [33, 40]. Our findings suggest that this alignment could bolster caseworkers’ motivation for data labeling. As captured in the words of a caseworker, “If these data labels work better, it would encourage us to record information while interacting with clients” (C3). Prior research states social workers welcome tools that help assess clients’ situations, as it enhances their professionalism [9, 45]. Given the caseworkers’ waning motivation to label data they do not utilize, and intending to foster intrinsic motivation [19], we identify two potential opportunities for data labels to facilitate improved assessment of client situations.

- Enable extraction of past information relevant to specific client outputs. For instance, employing data labels to filter case notes (Idea 1).
- Generate quantitative insights about clients’ behaviors or trends in case outputs to complement qualitative information. For instance, utilizing data analytics dashboards (Idea 2).

Throughout our design discussions, caseworkers consistently communicated their aspiration for ideas that capitalize on collected data labels to support their informational needs. Apart from the data analytics dashboards (Idea 1) and case note filtering using data labels (Idea 2) ideas proposed by our team, caseworkers proactively suggested harnessing ideas like granular data labels (Idea 4) to amplify (Idea 1) and (Idea 2). They also expressed appreciation for displaying most frequent labels for a client (Idea 13) for enabling insights into notable client behaviors.

Aligning data labeling with the caseworkers’ information needs is anticipated to yield multiple advantages. Firstly, it empowers social workers to make informed and effective decisions by assisting assessment of clients’ situations. Secondly, bringing label utility to caseworkers can promote their active engagement in creating and updating labels. This can lead to shared control on shaping the labels by collaborative decision-making between caseworkers and managers instead of only managers being in charge. Moreover, since the utility of assistive tools hinges on accurate labels, it cultivates accuracy in caseworkers’ labeling.

5.2 Enabling Shared Control on Data Label Design to Accommodate Diverse Goals

We recognize the necessity of developing a system that facilitates shared control in the creation of effective data labels. The prior literature shows that caseworkers are dissatisfied with data collected to portray only end results [8, 20]. They emphasize the degree to which the nuances of casework fail to be captured, as the focus tends to be on numbers [2, 4, 6, 54, 60]. Further, based on our findings and the literature [54], we find that caseworkers do not always communicate required changes to data labels to the managers. We assert that reconstructing data labels for adaptability across diverse stakeholder objectives could serve as a fundamental strategy for enhancing the effectiveness and practicality of data labeling. Our proposal envisions a scenario of mutual benefit in which caseworkers engage in data labeling to inform client assessments while also labeling data required specifically for managers or funders. We present a dual approach driven by motivation. Firstly, by leveraging intrinsic motivation through raising awareness about the impact of external data labels (Idea 3) designed specifically for funders or performance reports. Secondly, by tapping into extrinsic motivation by enhancing the usefulness of labeled data for caseworkers (Idea 1, Idea 2). However, to facilitate diverse utilities of data labeling across multiple stakeholders, a collaborative formulation of the composition of the data labels plays a pivotal role (C1, P2, M2).

We propose that our investigation into a streamlined process for adding or removing labels (Idea 6) could be extended into a broader communication channel for iterative label decisions. Such a system can enable the collaborative formulation of quantitative
combinations that can assist stakeholders in their diverse objectives. We identify the following implications for the system in designing effective data labels.

- There is a need for enabling a continuous improvement process, in line with Kim et al. [29]. The evolving tasks over time, due to new client needs such as voter registration, or organizational changes such as new collaborations on treatment programs or housing services, require iterative conversations on ensuring labels are up to date with representing the diverse goals. Additionally, NLP tools can contribute to continuous refinement efforts by identifying redundant labels [2] (Idea 9).
- There is a need for collaborative exploration of defining granular yet usable data labels. Discussion on assessing the right granularity of the labels (Idea 4) for comprehensive representation of caseworkers’ work surfaced challenges. While caseworkers and managers discussed further granularity of the labels to fully capture case complexities, such as caseworker activities and outputs, such as attempts, requests, denials, and potential time taken, all participants highlighted the concern of creating too many labels. Too many labels can impact the efficiency of recording and the difficulty in managing their exclusivity. It is essential to be open to many label suggestions, which should be iteratively discussed to reach a consensus. Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools offer the potential to aid in the identification of suitable labels for case notes through methods like topic modeling. However, the implications must be supported by collaborative discussions, accounting for the inherent constraints of case note content [47].
- Contrasting opinions are to be expected throughout the process, on the appropriateness of certain labels. Discussion should be driven by how specific data labels would be used for final outcome and evaluated. For example, it is critical to consider the impact of making previously hidden measures more visible. One concern was that creating data labels aligned with the organization’s key metrics could create pressure on caseworkers who do not have many “labels” on their case notes, as it may indicate low performance. Additionally, this pressure could lead to over-assignment of data labels by workers. It’s imperative to create a shared understanding of how to and how not to interpret the data labels before they are introduced to the data labeling system.

In addition to better representation of work, effective data labels improve assistive tools such as data analytics dashboards to be useful for both caseworkers (gauge outcomes for client situations) and managers (gauge efforts for caseloads) goals.

5.3 Enabling Synthesis of Both Qualitative and Quantitative Information to Enhance Data Labeling

Discussions on the opportunities of utilizing labeled data for caseworkers’ information needs also uncovered a novel perspective on the role of quantitative performance data in providing internal insights for caseworkers. Previous research has predominantly highlighted the advantages of quantitative data in terms of aggregation for seamless sharing [7], temporal scaling for comparisons over time [4, 20, 27]. Further, many studies talk about supplementing quantitative performance data with qualitative data for story-telling [4, 8, 20, 27, 35]. However, there is a lack of exploration of the need for quantitative information for caseworkers. Our findings indicate that integrating quantitative data, particularly through analytics, can supplement caseworkers’ use of existing qualitative information. By processing past data labels, data analytics can furnish comprehensive insights into case attributes and client behaviors. For instance, if there are multiple instances of housing rejections linked to “no-shows,” this could signal a client’s lack of compliance, possibly indicating the necessity for behavioral intervention plans. However, we note participants had concerns that extracted quantitative data can lead to misinterpretation of caseworker’s performance by management. One example is measuring performance based on the number of client visits required to resolve the case. More client visits could be due to case complexities, such as the client’s criminal background restricting housing options. Higher client visits do not necessarily equal poor caseworker performance. It is critical to complement extracted quantitative data with qualitative notes to allow caseworkers and managers to interpret the quantitative measures. This could be facilitated through standardized formats or advanced search, which we describe below:

Our discussions also continually surfaced the lack of access to the context-rich qualitative case notes and a desire to obtain them to complement the objectives of managers and program analysts. Existing research has emphasized the value of complementing quantitative data with qualitative insights to craft narratives that inform financial needs and performance assessment [20, 27]. However, this approach fell short of providing usefulness to diverse stakeholders due to the continued inaccessibility of case notes [5]. In the context of the studied organization, the initial attempt towards mapping quantitative and qualitative information is the presence of data labels for each case note that corresponds to single client interaction. However, we found the integration of qualitative information is still hampered by challenges in accessing unstructured case notes. We provide the following opportunities to improve the accessibility of case note content:

- Accessible data collection formats: Case notes should be structured to be comprehensible by various stakeholders. Caseworkers showed a positive inclination towards standardization despite the limitations it imposed on their current practice of creating free-text case notes. They noted that they understand the significance of enhancing access to qualitative content for contextual details. However, too much prescription for how case notes are written was cautioned [24, 61] by all participants. Participants were concerned that rigid standardization would shift the focus of client meetings to collecting data instead of serving client needs. Case note standardization requiring the input of a set of fields, whether relevant to the client or not, emphasizes data collection and not client needs. A potential approach could also be to apply advanced NLP techniques, which enable caseworkers to freely write case notes while ensuring the correct data labels are identified.
Advanced search tools: Feedback from participants suggested utilizing advanced search capabilities within case notes to access specific client behaviors and challenges. Employing advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools such as question-answering could facilitate the efficient extraction of information from unstructured case notes. This could encompass searching for reasons behind recurring denials of housing applications for a client or the various steps involved in procuring ID documents. This might highlight the reasons, such as misinformation from a client on their personal details, requiring coordination with other departments to gather data. Nevertheless, owing to the requirement for high accuracy and the absence of a standardized evaluation, training and assessing these models might pose challenges.

Looking ahead, it is imperative to explore efficient solutions that effectively integrate qualitative insights with quantitative measures to meet the diverse needs of various stakeholders.

5.4 Improving the Usability of the Data Labeling Process

Our research expands upon the existing understanding of the crucial role of usability in caseworkers’ data labeling [5], largely influenced by constraints in time, funding, and expertise [59]. Our findings emphasize enhancing usability, particularly in terms of navigation (Idea 10, Idea 11) and clarity on labels (Idea 7). In addition to a usable interface, our research surfaces considerations of label visibility, user autonomy, and efficiency as crucial in designing data labeling systems.

- The data labeling system should ensure the fair visibility of all labels to caseworkers. Individuals can naturally tend to favor certain labels over others which can distort the organization’s profile, potentially resulting in discrimination of care services for certain individuals and the inadequate representation of certain caseworkers’ work. The concern about ignored labels was evident from the discussions of ideas that addressed the presentation of all labels, such as displaying rarely and never assigned labels (Idea 15) and selected and excluded labels (Idea 11). This concern was also raised along with the potential over-reliance on AI-recommended labels (Idea 12). Therefore, it is crucial to ensure that labels with varying degrees of usage are prominently displayed in the interface.

- Data labeling systems should uphold user autonomy, particularly as data labeling often overlaps with direct client interactions. Caseworkers prioritize autonomy during client interactions in deciding when to engage in data activities and when to focus on the client. While managers suggested possible interventions on the interfaces, such as reminders or mandatory actions to nudge caseworkers on data labeling, caseworkers firmly resisted such features viewing them as distractions and disruptions during client interactions.

- Data labeling systems should explore solutions facilitating fast identification of pertinent data labels such as through AI recommendations (Idea 12) and display of most frequent client labels (Idea 13). This not only enhances efficiency but also reduces the risk of manual errors to drive accuracy.

6 LIMITATIONS

Our findings provide insights from workers within a specific organization utilizing a particular data labeling system. This focus could result in a bias in our findings toward the specific characteristics of their system and organization. Future research should explore diverse organizational settings to assess the generalizability of our findings. Although prior literature [4, 20, 38, 51, 60] highlights shared challenges among social workers prioritizing client service and care, further investigation is necessary to validate the applicability of our brainstormed ideas to other non-profit sectors. Thus, this study is limited in demonstrating the representativeness of brainstormed ideas for non-profit organizations.

Furthermore, we did not assess whether the proposed ideas for improving data labeling would be effective if put into practice, and therefore, the study limits its scope in investigating potential concerns. Therefore, the study is limited in demonstrating the practicality of the brainstormed ideas for non-profit organizations. For example, the ideal usage of design suggestions, such as making data labels more detailed or standardizing case notes depends on how they are implemented. Future research could involve field testing these prototypes to determine their feasibility and alignment with the needs of both social workers and organizations. The broader applicability of our design implications should be confirmed through validation on a larger scale and across diverse social service domains.

7 CONCLUSION

As data-driven methods gain importance, it becomes even more crucial to tailor data collection for social service work. We collaborated with a nonprofit that serves people experiencing homelessness and elicited the perspectives of multiple stakeholders such as caseworkers, program analysts, and managers to explore ways to improve data labeling of case notes. Our findings suggest potential design implications to better support social workers’ and organizations’ needs. This includes aligning data labeling with gaining insights for the case and program management decisions, creating a shared control of data collected, enabling the synthesis of qualitative and quantitative data for diverse stakeholders, and improving system usability. We hope that our work can serve to inform future HCI research on advancing data collection for performance and funding assessment within the domain of social work.
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A  STORY BOARDS

Figure 2: Idea 1 - Filtering case notes based on data labels to facilitate targeted search. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ information needs while assisting their clients.

Today a triage client mentions their birth certificate, which caseworker Suzy didn’t need about is the last few case-notes when she prepped for this meeting. Suzy doesn’t have time to scroll through many case notes to find out when this might have happened. Suzy can filter the case notes based on the “Client Birth certificate” data label, and quickly is able to see that another caseworker ordered a birth certificate five interactions ago. Suzy is able to reassure her client that their birth certificate is on its way.

Figure 3: Idea 2 - Client analytics dashboard that leverages data labels to showcase trends. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ goal of understanding client case context to provide more effective assistance.

Caseworker Suzy is about to see a walk-in client, and wants to get a quick overview of the client’s details so she knows what to be aware of. Suzy opens a client summary dashboard with information about recent trends for a particular client. Suzy sees that the client had the maximum number of birth certificates already ordered this year, and cannot order any more. When the client comes in telling Suzy they lost their birth certificate, she leads them to alternate options instead of spending time trying to order another one.

Figure 4: Idea 3 - Dashboard with information on the periodic impact of data labels. This idea seeks to connect data labeling with caseworkers’ goal of providing client service.

Suzy sees a lot of clients and is curious to see if the extra time she spends on data labeling is worth it. Suzy opens up an outcomes dashboard... …and sees that other organizations regularly refer clients to the ORG for ordering identity documents because the data labels clearly indicate how many and how often they are ordered. Suzy feels a renewed motivation to make sure her work in ordering vital documents continues to be recognized since it is actually helping clients find their way to her ORG.
Figure 5: Idea 4 - Redesigning the data labels with increased granularity. This idea seeks to align data labeling to represent caseworkers’ values of service provision.

Figure 6: Idea 5 - Standardizing case notes to access contextual information underlying the labels. This idea seeks to align data labeling to represent caseworkers’ values of service provision.

Figure 7: Idea 6 - Streamline the addition and subtraction of data labels. This idea seeks to align data labels with caseworkers’ values by enabling collaboration.
Figure 8: Idea 7 - Instant access to the data label definitions and examples of labeling. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Figure 9: Idea 8 - Periodic training sessions on data labeling. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Figure 10: Idea 9 - AI tool to identify redundant data labels. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.
Figure 11: Idea 10 - Search feature to find specific labels. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Figure 12: Idea 11 - Visual feedback to navigate through the data labels. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Figure 13: Idea 12 - AI tool that analyzes current case note content and suggests data labels. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.
Figure 14: Idea 13 - Presenting client’s most frequent and last interaction data labels. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Caseworker Suey meets a client with repeating or similar requests over the last several months for housing

Suzy has to recollect previous outcomes to identify current relevant options and refresh on client history

Through the Interface, Suzy is able to access list of top data labels for the client and labels from last interaction.

Suzy quickly gets to select the majority of the labels relevant for the current meeting and refresh on client housing outcomes.

Figure 15: Idea 14 - Reminders on data labeling objectives. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Caseworker Suey is trying to optimize her time and decides to check the necessary contact type label for her interactions.

The interface acknowledges the submitted labels and indicates how it will be used for outcome measure.

Suzy recognizes another label that is essential for outcome measure.

Later, Suey is glad that she recorded additional labels that represent outcome.

Figure 16: Idea 15 - Displaying labels that have been rarely or never assigned. This idea seeks to align data labeling with caseworkers’ usability needs.

Suey adds labels to the meeting agenda

He proposes an interface that would provide caseworkers with a list of rarely assigned labels and never assigned labels across caseworkers.

After a client interaction caseworker Suey looks at the list and recognizes several relevant labels to reflect applied and includes them.

Best observes that caseworkers have begun to record more types of data labels across the board.